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Abstract
We make a detailed study of the unification of gauge couplings in the MSSM
with large extra dimensions. We find some scenarios where unification can be
achieved [with α3 (MZ) within 1σ of the experimental value] with both the
compactification scale and the SUSY breaking scale in the few TeV range. No
enlargement of the gauge group or particle content is needed. One particu-
larly interesting scenario is when the SUSY breaking scale is larger than the
compactification scale, but both are small enough to be probed at the CERN
LHC. Unification in two scale compactification scenarios is also investigated
and found to give results within the LHC reach.
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1 Introduction
Extra compact dimensions beyond our usual four dimensional space time appear na-
turally in string theory. The sizes of these extra dimensions are not generally fixed
by the string dynamics. These may be close to the inverse of the Plank scale in
which case they will have very little direct phenomenological implications. However,
recent developments in string theory allow the possibility that the size of these extra
dimensions may be very large [1, 2], such as the inverse of a TeV [2, 3], or even in the
submillimeter range [4]. This has generated the exciting possibility for their direct
phenomenological implications, such as the modification of Newton’s law of gravity
in the submillimeter range [4], the effects in low-energy astrophysical phenomena [5],
and in high energy collider physics [4, 6]. Some of the standard model (SM) gauge
and Higgs bosons and their supersymmetric (SUSY) partners may live in a D brane
containing some of these few TeV−1 compact dimensions. Then, the effect of their
low-lying Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations should be observed in the forthcoming high-
energy colliders either through the direct production of some of these KK states or
through their indirect off-shell effects.
About a year ago, it was pointed out that if the SM particles propagates into these
extra dimensions, then the contribution of their KK excitations gives additional con-
tributions to the β functions above the compactification scale, µ0. This modifies the
running of the gauge couplings from the usual logarithmic running to an approximate
power-law running [7]. Depending on the choice of µ0, this can lead to the unification
of gauge couplings at a scale much smaller than the usual grand unified theory (GUT)
scale. Typically, the unification occurs at a scale of ≈ 1.5µ0 to ≈ 20µ0 depending
on the number of extra dimensions, and regardless of the number of fermion families
contributing. This gives the possibility of having the unification scale as low as few
TeV, depending on the choice of µ0. This is very exciting, because it not only elim-
inates the usual gauge hierarchy problem but also allows the prospect of observing
GUT physics at the forthcoming colliders, such as the CERN Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). However, more detailed study (including the two-loop contributions below
µ0) shows that such an unification does not occur [8]. Using the accurately measured
values of α1 (MZ) and α2 (MZ) to determine the unification scale, one finds the values
of α3 (MZ) much higher than the experimentally measured range [8], unless the scale
of compactification is very high, such as 1012GeV. (However, it should be noted that
there are several threshold effects which are not included in the analysis of [8]. For
example, according to [9], a 6% threshold effect at the unification scale could remedy
this situation). Subsequent investigation showed that the unification with low scale
µ0 can be achieved if one alters [10] the minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM) spectrum in the extended (4 + δ)-dimensional space, or extend the gauge
group with an intermediate scale [11]. In theories with extra dimensions, the effect
of higher dimensional operators (induced by the quantum gravitational effects) on
the gauge coupling unification as well as the possibility of TeV scale unification have
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also been investigated [12].
In all of these works, it was implicitly assumed that the supersymmetry is exact
at the higher dimensional theory, and it breaks after the compactification to the four
dimensions. Thus the compactification scale µ0 was always taken to be higher than
the SUSY breaking scale µSUSY .
The object of this work is to make a detailed study of the gauge coupling unifica-
tion within MSSM with large extra dimensions. Our analysis include several scenarios
not previously considered (but allowed by string theory). We do not extend the par-
ticle content (other than those required by the extra dimensions) or the gauge group.
In addition to the case µSUSY < µ0, our investigation includes the scenario in which
the SUSY is broken at the higher dimension (before compactification), so that the
SUSY breaking scale is larger than the compactification scale. We are particularly
interested in the cases in which both the compactification scale as well as the SUSY
breaking scale are in the few or few tens of a TeV scale. We find that for this scenario,
(µ0 < µSUSY ), the unification of the gauge couplings can be achieved with α3 (MZ)
lying within 1σ of the experimentally measured range and with both µ0 and µSUSY
in the few TeV scale. Such a scenario can be tested at the LHC. We also study the
unification for the cases where only the gluons or the W, Z, H and/or the matter
contribute above µ0 and find that unification does not take place in these cases. Fi-
nally, we analyze the scenario in which there are two scales of compactification, µ10
and µ20. Here we find two cases which give rise to unification with both µSUSY and
µ10 in the few TeV range. Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
the formalism, the relevant equations and how we do our analysis. In Section 3 we
consider the case of a single compactification scale with µSUSY < µ0. Here we com-
pare our results with those obtained in [8]. Section 4 contains our most interesting
results. Here we give the results for the case µSUSY > µ0. In Section 5 we discuss
the results for the various cases with two scale compactification. Section 6 contains
our conclusions.
2 The formalism
In this section we write down the relevant equations and present the details of how
we perform our calculations leading to the results discussed in Secs. 3, 4, 5. The
running of the gauge couplings, αi, up to two loops, is given by
µ
dαi (µ)
dµ
=
bi
(2pi)
α2i (µ) +
3∑
j=1
bij
(8pi2)
α2i (µ)αj (µ) (1)
where bi and bij ’s are the one- and two-loop β-function coefficients. Eq. 1 can be
integrated iteratively by using the one-loop approximation for the αj’s in the second
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term:
α−1j (µ) = α
−1
j (µ
′)− bj
(2pi)
ln
µ
µ′
. (2)
The resulting equations give the couplings at a higher scale µ2 in terms of the cou-
plings at a lower scale µ1 ≤ µ2 :
α−1i (µ2) = α
−1
i (µ1)−
bi
(2pi)
ln
µ2
µ1
+
1
(4pi)
3∑
j=1
bij
bj
ln
(
1− bj
(2pi)
αj (µ) ln
µ2
µ1
)
. (3)
Using Eq. 3, we start the running of the couplings at the Z mass, including the
thresholds at mt and µSUSY (for the case µSUSY < µ0), and using the appropriate
values of the coefficients bi and bij ’s. The modified minimal substraction scheme
(MS)→ dimensional reduction (DR) conversion factors
∆conversioni = −
C2 (Gi)
12pi
are included above µSUSY . Beyond the compactification scale, µ0, the effect of the
extra dimensions on the running of the gauge couplings was computed in [7]. The
couplings exibit an approximate power-law evolution which, at the one-loop level, is
given by [7]
α−1i (µ0) = α
−1
i (Λ) +
bi − b˜i
(2pi)
ln
Λ
µ0
+
b˜i
(2pi)
Xδ
δ


(
Λ
µ0
)δ
− 1

 . (4)
The coefficients b˜i ≡ (b˜1, b˜2, b˜3) are the appropriate β function coefficients including
the contributions of the excited KK modes of all the particles living in the (4 + δ)-
dimensional space, and Λ > µ0. Λ can be identified with the GUT scale. Xδ is the
volume of a δ-dimensional unit sphere, given by
Xδ =
2piδ/2
δ Γ (δ/2)
,
where Γ is the Euler gamma function. In the running process we use Eq. 3 and 4,
with the following input parameters:
mt = 175 GeV,
MZ = 91.187 GeV,
α−11 (MZ) = 58.9946,
α−12 (MZ) = 29.571.
The value of α3 (MZ) ≡ x was treated as a variable to be solved for, along with
Λ/µ0 ≡ y and αGUT ≡ z. Thus, we have three equations for α1 (µ), α2 (µ), and
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α3 (µ) [obtained by matching Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 at µ0], and three unknowns, x, y, and
z. These were solved for numerically, using the unification condition:
α1 (Λ) = α2 (Λ) = α3 (Λ) = αGUT . (5)
For the case of µ0 < µSUSY , and also for the two-scale compactification (µ10 and µ20),
the evolution equations and the β function coefficients were adjusted appropriately.
The values of the coefficients are given for each case in Sec. 3, 4 and 5. The output
of our calculations consists of α3 (MZ), Λ and αGUT . This method has the advantage
that one can easily consider various possibilities for µSUSY and µ0 (or µ10 and µ20).
As a general rule, the combinations that lead to the value of α3 (MZ) outside the 1σ
range of the experimental value (0.1191±0.0018) are discarded. So are combinations
that lead to the unified coupling outside the perturbative range (αGUT ≥ 1).
Before the presentation of our results, we discuss the limitations of this analysis.
There are several threshold effects which we have not included. These include super-
symmetric thresholds and higher-order logarithmic corrections, GUT thresholds, as
well as string thresholds from the oscillator states. The effect of these thresholds on
the gauge coupling evolution may not be insignificant and could affect the unification
in a non-negligible way. For example, it is stated in [9] that a 6% threshold effect
at the unification scale can give rise to precise unification in the minimal scenario
(our section 3). Since we do not have a complete theory, and we do not know how
to calculate these threshold effects, we have implicitly assumed as if the thresholds
could be effectively included in the experimental error bars. (Our conclusion holds
if we increase the error bars to 3σ). However, it is quite possible that the effect of
these thresholds could be more significant.
3 One compactification scale scenario with
µSUSY ≤ µ0
As a first example we consider the minimal scenario of Dienes, Dudas, and Gherghetta
[7]. We vary µSUSY from 1 TeV up to 2 × 103 TeV and search for compactification
scales µ0 ≥ µSUSY that lead to acceptable predictions for α3 (MZ). Results are
discarded if the prediction is off by more than 1σ. Our numerical results (see Table
1) for the case δ = 1, η = 0 indicate that the lowest SUSY breaking scale for which
unification can occur is µSUSY = 1.48 TeV, in which case the compactification scale
must be µ0 = 3.27×1012TeV, leading to unification at Λ = 6.25×1012TeV. Increasing
the number of extra dimensions has the effect of slightly increasing these lower bounds
on µSUSY and µ0.
In Fig. 1 we plot the ratio R = log10 (µSUSY /µ0) against µSUSY . The vertical and
horizontal spreads in the figure represent the ranges for which we get a solution at
the 1σ range of α3 (MZ). As a general feature, as the SUSY breaking scale increases,
the compactification scale needed for unification decreases, a ratio of approximately
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1 being obtained around µSUSY ≈ 1× 103 TeV. This corresponds to the situation in
which supersymmetry is broken as soon as the extra dimensions compactify. The same
result is shown in Fig. 2 where µ0 is plotted against µSUSY . The bands correspond to
the regions in the plane for which unification is achieved within 1σ range of α3 (MZ).
It is interesting to note that for the unification band µ0 is approximately proportional
to µ−3SUSY . For this case, our results are in agreement with [8]. It can be concluded
that there are no solutions leading to both µSUSY and µ0 in the 100TeV or less range.
Allowing η ≥ 1 generations of matter fields to live in the (4 + δ)-dimensional space
drives the unified coupling αGUT towards higher values while preserving unification
(in agreement with previous works).
4 One compactification scale scenario with
µSUSY ≥ µ0
In this section we consider the posibility that the supersymmetry breaking occurs
at a scale higher than the compactification scale, µSUSY ≥ µ0. For energies in the
range µ0 ≤ µ ≤ µSUSY the theory is nonsupersymmetric but the gauge and Higgs
sectors of SM along with η generations of matter fields exhibit KK excitations. The
corresponding contributions to the running are given by
b˜SMi = (1/10,−41/6,−21/2) + η (8/3, 8/3, 8/3) .
At µSUSY the theory becomes supersymmetric and additional KK excitations of the
sparticles lead to
b˜MSSMi = (3/5,−3,−6) + η (4, 4, 4) .
For the numerical analysis we choose various compactification scales µ0 (starting in
the TeV range) and search for SUSY breaking scales that lead to acceptable predic-
tions for α3 (MZ) (within 1σ of the central experimental value).
For the simplest case, η = 0, the results are shown in Fig. 3 where the allowed
values of µSUSY are plotted against the corresponding compactification scale µ0, for
δ = 1 and δ = 6. Relevant numerical results are presented in Table 2.
As a generic feature, each compactification scale corresponds to a specific range of
µSUSY that are needed for unification and are consistent with low-energy experimental
data. The length of these intervals is, of course, determined by our requirement of 1σ
(or 3σ) agreement with the experimental value of α3 (MZ) but it is found to increase
with µ0. The fact that the upper bound of these ranges is finite shows that, within
this model, supersymmetry is in fact needed for unification. Unification cannot occur
within the SM spectrum. This was also noticed in [7] for the case µSUSY < µ0.
This scenario is particularly appealing from the experimental point of view. Ig-
noring possible constraints on µ0 we consider a compactification scale as low as
µ0 = 1 TeV which enforces µSUSY = 4.5 TeV and µSUSY = 1.46 TeV for δ = 1
6
and δ = 6, respectively. This leads to unification at Λ = 75.2 TeV for δ = 1 and
Λ = 2.68TeV for δ = 6. A more realistic case would be µ0 = 3TeV, µSUSY = 11.9TeV
with unification at Λ = 198 TeV for δ = 1 or µSUSY = 4.3 TeV with unification at
Λ = 7.86 TeV for δ = 6. Needless to say, these cases are well within the LHC reach
and can be investigated at future experiments. The case η = 3, not present in Table
2, led to negative unified coupling for the range of µ0 shown in Fig. 3.
Let us point out one caveat in the scenario presented. We have included only the
one-loop contribution to the evolution of the couplings in the energy scale µ > µ0.
The corrections to the power-law evolution of the couplings due to the contribution
of higher loops are small if the theory is supersymmetric, as shown in [14]. Thus
in our scenario these corrections are small in the region µSUSY < µ < Λ. However,
it is possible that such corrections could significantly affect our results in the region
µ0 < µ < µSUSY due to the absence of supersymmetry in this region. This is especially
true because realistically, the SUSY particles are not expected to be degenerate in
mass at µSUSY . Since in the region µ0 < µ < µSUSY the running of the couplings
is approximately power law, the effect of the separate thresholds on the running, in
principle, may be greater than in the logarithmic case. However, in the absence of a
complete theory, it is not possible to calculate such effects. We note that this problem
does not appear for µ0 ≈ µSUSY ≈ 103 TeV for which we do get unification of the
gauge couplings.
We conclude this section with a few remarks. It was suggested in the literature
[7] that the compactification scale could be identified with the SUSY breaking scale.
Our results in this section and Sec. 3 indicate that, if this is the case, then this
common scale cannot be lower than 106 GeV (around 106 Gev the ratio µSUSY /µ0
required for unification approaches 1 in both scenarios).
One question needs to be addressed here. Does string theory allow a scenario
in which the compactification scale is lower than the SUSY breaking scale? In this
case, SUSY has to be broken in a higher dimension before compactification. There
are several possibilities for that to happen. One possibility is a string solution in
which SUSY is broken at the string level. In general, non-SUSY string solutions are
unstable. String theory prefers vacua which are supersymmetric. Dilaton and other
modulii tend to run away to infinity, and restore SUSY. However, given the reach
complexities and possibilities in string theory, such a scenario can not be ruled out.
A second possibility is the gaugino condensation in higher dimensional gauge theory.
The gauge coupling could be of the order of unity, causing gaugino condensation and
breaking N = 2 (or even N = 1) SUSY, before compactification to four dimensions.
Yet another possibility is that the SM particles (plus their SUSY partners) live in
a non-Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) brane which is stable but does not
preserve supersymmetry at all [13]. Thus, we conclude that a scenario with µSUSY >
µ0 is not totally crazy, although such a scenario is probably not as well motivated as
the µSUSY < µ0 case.
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5 Two scale compactification scenarios
In the analysis of Sec. 3 and 4 we assumed that the compactification of the extra
dimensions takes place at a single mass scale, µ0. However, the possibility exists that
the different extra dimensions compactify at different mass scales. Also, particles
with different gauge quantum numbers may belong to different D branes associated
with different compactification scales. This section is devoted to numerical analyses
of such scenarios with two different mass scales, µ10 and µ20 with µ10 < µ20. In these
models the MSSM spectrum (or only a subset of it) is split up into two parts, with
the first part developing KK excitations at the first compactification scale µ10 and
with the remainder contributing only after the second scale µ20 is crossed.
In all the subsequent cases the SUSY breaking scale is assumed to be lower than
µ10. For practical purposes we restrict ourselves to compactification scales µ10 that
are within the LHC reach and to δ = 1 extra dimensions. Only results that lead to
predictions of α3(MZ) within 1σ of the central experimental value are presented.
In what follows we consider several scenarios in which the splitting of the MSSM
gauge sector is based on color. Relevant numerical results for these models are pre-
sented in Table 4 and the β-function coefficients corresponding to the two compacti-
fication scales for the cases A, B, C, D presented below, are given by
b˜
(10)
i = (0, 0,−6) , (6)
b˜
(20)
i = (0,−4,−6) + η (4, 4, 4, )
with the appropriate choice of η.
Case A
µ10 → SU(3)
µ20 → SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1)
The notation is that only the gluons (along with their SUSY partners) develop KK
excitations at µ10, while the full MSSM gauge sector contribute above µ20. The β-
function coefficients are given by Eq. 6 with η = 0. For SUSY breaking scales in the
TeV range and µ10 within the reach of LHC (≤ 14TeV), a ratio µ20/µ10 of about 7 is
needed in order to achieve unification [with the prediction for α3(MZ) within 1σ of the
central experimental value]. The unification scale is as low as 4× 102TeV. Note that
for this scenario the value of the couplings at the unification scale (αGUT ≈ 0.015)
is significantly smaller than α3 (MZ) and well within the perturbative regime. As a
general feature, attempts to bring the compactification scale µ10 down to µSUSY (at
fixed µ20/µ10) tend to drive the unified coupling towards higher values.
Case B
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µ10 → SU(3),
µ20 → SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⊕ 1 generation of matter fields
[η = 1 in Eq. 6]. The addition of η = 1 generation of matter fields at µ10 preserves
unification while increasing the coupling at the unification scale (αGUT ≈ 0.032).
This case shares all the features of the previous one.
Case C
µ10 → SU(3),
µ20 → SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⊕ 2 generations of matter fields
[η = 2 in Eq. 6]. With an MSSM spectrum at the TeV scale we found that this
scenario does not lead to unification for µ10 within the LHC reach [although a mathe-
matical unification is achieved, either the unified coupling αGUT has unphysical values
or the prediction for α3(MZ) is outside 3σ of the experimental value]. However, ex-
tending the range of µ10 beyond the reach of LHC we found that unification can be
achieved for µ10 ≥ 5× 102 TeV and only for µ20/µ10 ≈ 5.5. The unification scale can
be as low as Λ = 7.8×104TeV and the unified coupling is in the perturbative regime.
Case D
µ10 → SU(3),
µ20 → SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⊕ 3 generations of matter fields
[η = 3 in Eq. 6]. This case is similar to Case C. A minimum compactification
scale of µ10 ≈ 7 × 107 TeV and a ratio µ10/µ20 ≈ 3.4 are required for unification.
Consequently, the unification scale is pushed towards about Λ = 3.1× 109 TeV.
In Table 3 we list several other cases that were investigated but found not to give
results of interest for future experiments at LHC.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the results above. Most importantly, the
2-scale scenarios allow for very low compactification scales (in the TeV range) even
for the case in which the SUSY braking scale is lower than the compactification scale.
This was not possible in one-scale scenarios. Moreover, results with µSUSY = µ10 ≈
few TeV are obtained, which encourages the identification of the SUSY breaking scale
with the compactification scale. Specification of µSUSY along with the requirement
that the first threshold is within the LHC reach, completely determined the second
threshold as well as the unification scale [of course, with small variations determined
by the error bar on the experimental value of α3 (MZ)].
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6 Conclusions
In this work we have made a detailed investigation for the unification of the gauge
couplings in MSSM with extra dimensions. We do not extend the gauge group or the
field content (except for those required by the higher dimensions). In the previous
studies, it was implicitly assumed that the SUSY breaks at four dimensions before the
decompactification, and thus the scale of SUSY breaking, µSUSY is lower than the de-
compactification scale, µ0. In this case, it was observed that the three gauge couplings
do not unify [satisfying the experimental range of α3 (MZ)] with both µSUSY and µ0
less than a few tens of a TeV. We have investigated several new scenarios for which
the couplings unify with both µSUSY and µ0 in the few TeV scale. One particularly in-
teresting scenario is when SUSY is broken at higher dimension [either through string
dynamics or via gaugino condensation or in a non-Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield
(BPS) brane] before decompactification, so that µSUSY > µ0. In this case we ob-
tained gauge coupling unification with both µSUSY and µ0 in the few TeV scale. This
is very exciting, since for this scenario, LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV) will be able to probe
experimentally the existence of these compact dimensions. The direct experimental
test will be the observation of the low-lying KK resonance of SM particles, or the
off-shell effect of these particles via the usual SM processes. A family of two scale
compactification scenarios in which the MSSM gauge sector is split into its colored
and uncolored subsets was also considered. It was found that with η = 0, 1 matter
generations contributing above the second scale µ20, the unification can be achieved
with both µSUSY and µ10 in the few TeV scale. In all cases unification can be achieved
only for a specific narrow range of the ratio µ20/µ10.
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6 0 2× 103 1.45 2.89× 103 0.1194 2.64 5.29× 103 0.0188
6 0 3× 103 1.43 4.3× 103 0.1194 2.62 7.86× 103 0.0189
6 0 4× 103 1.43 5.71× 103 0.1190 2.61 1.04× 104 0.0190
6 0 5× 103 1.42 7.10× 103 0.1191 2.59 1.29× 104 0.0190
6 0 7× 103 1.41 9.86× 103 0.1192 2.57 1.80× 104 0.0191
6 0 9× 103 1.40 1.26× 104 0.1191 2.56 2.3× 104 0.0192
1 1 1× 103 4.5 4.5× 103 0.1187 75.2 7.52× 104 0.0332
1 2 1× 103 4.5 4.5× 103 0.1187 75.2 7.52× 104 0.1040
6 1 1× 103 1.46 1.46× 103 0.1201 2.68 2.68× 103 0.0327
6 2 1× 103 1.46 1.46× 103 0.1201 2.68 2.68× 103 0.1300
Table 2: Numerical results for the 1-scale scenario with µSUSY ≥ µ0. The compactification
scales µ0 were taken as input and the allowed values of SUSY breaking scales were deter-
mined numerically. The behaviour under changes of δ and η is shown. All the mass scales
are in GeV. See Fig. 3 for a relevant plot.
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µ10 SU(3)
µ20 SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⊕ H
µ10 SU(3)
µ20 SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⊕ 3(L, E)
µ10 SU(3)
µ20 SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⊕ 3(L, Q)
µ10 SU(3) ⊗ U(1) ⊕ 3(U, D)
µ20 SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⊕ 3(Q, U, D, L, E)
µ10 SU(3) ⊗ U(1) ⊕ 3(U, D)
µ20 SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⊕ 3(Q, U, D, L, E) ⊕ H
µ10 SU(2)
µ20 SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1)
µ10 SU(2) ⊗ U(1) ⊕ 3(L, E) ⊕ H
µ20 SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⊕ 3(Q, U, D, L, E) ⊕ H
Table 3: Two compactification scale scenarios which DO NOT lead to unification with both
µSUSY and µ10 within the reach of LHC.
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η µSUSY µ10 R µ20 α3 (MZ) Λ/µ10 Λ αGUT
0 1× 103 2× 103 7.2 1.44× 104 0.1189 212 4.23× 105 0.0156
0 2× 103 2× 103 7.2 1.44× 104 0.1176 211 4.21× 105 0.0155
0 2× 103 4× 103 7.2 2.88× 104 0.1196 207 8.28× 105 0.0157
0 2× 103 6× 103 7.2 4.32× 104 0.1209 205 1.23× 106 0.0158
0 3× 103 3× 103 7.2 2.16× 104 0.1179 208 6.23× 105 0.0156
0 3× 103 5× 103 7.2 3.60× 104 0.1195 205 1.03× 106 0.0157
0 3× 103 7× 103 7.2 5.04× 104 0.1205 204 1.43× 106 0.0158
0 5× 103 5× 103 7.2 3.60× 104 0.1184 205 1.02× 106 0.0157
0 5× 103 7× 103 7.2 5.04× 104 0.1194 203 1.42× 106 0.0158
0 5× 103 9× 103 7.2 6.48× 104 0.1202 202 1.81× 106 0.0158
1 1× 103 2× 103 7.2 1.44× 104 0.1189 212 4.23× 105 0.0332
1 2× 103 2× 103 7.2 1.44× 104 0.1176 211 4.21× 105 0.0327
1 2× 103 4× 103 7.2 2.88× 104 0.1196 207 8.28× 105 0.0329
1 2× 103 6× 103 7.2 4.32× 104 0.1209 205 1.23× 106 0.0329
1 3× 103 3× 103 7.2 2.16× 104 0.1179 208 6.23× 105 0.0325
1 3× 103 5× 103 7.2 3.60× 104 0.1195 205 1.03× 106 0.0326
1 3× 103 7× 103 7.2 5.04× 104 0.1205 204 1.43× 106 0.0327
1 5× 103 5× 103 7.2 3.60× 104 0.1184 205 1.02× 106 0.0322
1 5× 103 7× 103 7.2 5.04× 104 0.1194 203 1.42× 106 0.0323
1 5× 103 9× 103 7.2 6.48× 104 0.1202 202 1.81× 106 0.0324
2 3× 103 3.1× 107 5.1 1.55× 108 0.1174 99 3.04× 109 0.1364
2 3× 103 5.3× 107 5.1 2.69× 108 0.1190 98 5.15× 109 0.1302
2 3× 103 9.1× 107 5.1 4.64× 108 0.1206 96 8.73× 109 0.1244
2 3× 103 5.5× 105 6 3.31× 106 0.1175 142 7.81× 107 0.3285
2 3× 103 9.5× 105 6 5.72× 106 0.1191 139 1.33× 108 0.2935
2 3× 103 1.7× 106 6 9.89× 106 0.1208 137 2.26× 108 0.2652
3 3× 103 4.8× 1011 3 1.43× 1012 0.1177 30 1.4× 1013 0.1386
3 3× 103 8.2× 1011 3 2.27× 1012 0.1193 29 2.4× 1013 0.1248
3 3× 103 1.4× 1012 3 4.27× 1012 0.1209 28 3.9× 1013 0.1135
3 3× 103 7.7× 1010 3.4 2.62× 1011 0.1177 40 3.1× 1012 0.3127
3 3× 103 9.2× 1010 3.4 3.14× 1011 0.1183 40 3.7× 1012 0.2884
3 3× 103 1.3× 1011 3.4 4.53× 1011 0.1193 39 5.2× 1012 0.2497
Table 4: Numerical results for two scale compactification scenarios. The cases η = 0, 1, 2, 3
correspond to cases A,B,C,D respectively and R = µ20/µ10. The number of extra dimen-
sions is δ = 1 and the mass scales are in GeV.
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Figure 1: The ratio µ0/µSUSY plotted against various SUSY breaking scales, µSUSY . Only
results within 1σ of α3 (MZ) are presented. Unification is spoiled for points lying outside
the corresponding bands.
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Figure 2: Scattered plot of the allowed compactification scales, µ0, for various SUSY break-
ing scales, µSUSY . Only results within 1σ of α3 (MZ) are presented. The same set of points
as for the previous plot was used. Unification is spoiled for points lying outside the cor-
responding bands. The inset figure gives the unification scale against the compactification
scale.
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Figure 3: Allowed values of SUSY breaking scale, µSUSY , for various choices of µ0 in a
scenario with µ0 < µSUSY . Results within 1σ and 3σ of α3 (MZ) are presented, for δ = 1
and δ = 6. Unification is spoiled if µSUSY lies outside the corresponding vertical spreads
shown in the plot.
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